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Poets. Prophets. Everyday Women.

What’s not to love
about the beauty
and artistry of faith?
…FAITH THAT RELENTLESSLY WEAVES ITS WAY THROUGH TIME AND HISTORY? FAITH THAT PAINTS COLOUR
AND VIBRANCY ACROSS THE HUMAN SOUL? FAITH THAT SHINES BRIGHTEST WHEN CIRCUMSTANCE AND DAYS
ARE OFTEN AT THEIR DARKEST? AND WHAT’S NOT TO LOVE ABOUT A FUTURE THAT HAS YOUR NAME WRITTEN
WITHIN ITS PAGES?
For those who are friends to the Colour journey, next year (2022) marks yet another new season for a bold, courageous and caring company of women. A
new season of moving forward — in step with one another, in step with the Spirit of God, and in step with a world who is perhaps ready to awaken with a
fierce hunger for truth, non-compromise and promise. A new season of everyday women, with a heightened sense of mandate and calling.
SHADOWS AND WONDER is language I sense for the coming year. These three words paint a picture. The Book of Acts declares that in latter times, God
would pour out His Spirit, on both men and women, young and old, and that they in turn would become the history-makers, movers and shakers, poets and
prophets of a new era. I believe we are living in the very centre and heartbeat of those days, and I believe that God is continuing to pour out His Spirit on a
movement of brilliant and breathtaking women who are up for the challenge and adventure, light and shade, wonder and influence.
LISA HARPER AND PRISCILLA SHIRER are excited and thrilled to be joining us in Sydney. As host of Colour, I am walking into the future with faith and
belief that this divine message of value and dignity will resonate with greater clarity and reach to daughters and women yet to hear. The Whisper hasn’t
diminished in power or potency, nor its mission to reach into the furthest corners of this world — and the host of women bearing witness and choosing to
publish the good news of a perfect God in Heaven and a perfect Saviour, is only growing and coming of age.
So girls. Mark your calendar (11th & 12th March, 2022 - Hillsong Convention Centre, Sydney, Australia and Global Online Watch Parties) and make a plan
because we can’t wait to gather under one roof, with one shout and one fabulous proclamation. And ladies, until this global world finds its equilibrium
regarding this current pandemic and uncertain times, our hope is to roll out more exciting options as we can (new wineskins and new opportunities). In
the meantime, I hope you will secure you and your friends into our flagship Sydney room or Online. We love you and covet your prayers as we plan and
prepare.
You are altogether lovely. I am so grateful for each and every one of you.
WITH LOVE AND AFFECTION,
BOBBIE HOUSTON
Host and Founder of Colour Conference
Co-Global Senior Pastor, Hillsong Church

The Bridegroom-King —

“CAN YOU NOT DISCERN THIS NEW DAY OF DESTINY BREAKING FORTH AROUND YOU… SIGNS OF MY PURPOSE AND
PLAN BURSTING FORTH… BUDDING VINES… NEW LIFE… THERE IS CHANGE IN THE AIR.”
“YOU ARE THE POETRY OF GOD… HIS HANDIWORK… OUT OF YOUR INNERMOST BEING IS FLOWING THE FULLNESS
OF MY SPIRIT… AND WITHIN YOUR WOMB IS A BIRTHING OF HARVEST… THE SONS AND DAUGHTERS NURTURED BY
THE PURITY YOU IMPART… THE GRACE YOU HAVE BECOME… THE SHINING LIGHT ON A HILL.”
“LOOK AT HER NOW… HOW BEAUTIFUL ON THE MOUNTAINS… A TOWER OF REDEMPTION… A WALL OF PROTECTION
FOR OTHERS… A VINEYARD OF MY LOVE…”
SONG OF SONGS (THE BIBLE, THE PASSION TRANSLATION)
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Go online to register. Plus, find information including guest insights and all other details.

